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The Joseph Whitaker School  

KS3 Assessment Policy 

Introduction 

 

Dear Parent/Carer 

 

In recent years there has been a significant amount of change in education, a revised National Curriculum, 
new and more challenging GCSEs and also reformed A levels. Your child will experience all of these chang-
es. 

 

The National Curriculum focuses on the development of knowledge, along with the opportunity to study the 
‘big ideas’ of a subject in greater depth. A key change was the removal of old assessment levels, with the 
requirement for schools to have devised a coherent and robust assessment system to replace them.  

 

We were very pleased with these developments as it gave us the opportunity to provide a more appropriate 
Key Stage 3 curriculum that builds the important foundations for Key Stage 4. We no longer see Key Stage 3 
and Key Stage 4 as separate courses, but rather as a continuum. The National Curriculum gives us the 
chance to develop better assessment approaches which track progress more effectively, and highlight    
specific strengths and areas for development. 

 

What we aim to achieve: 

 

A curriculum and assessment model that: 

 

1. Is based on high expectations and challenge for all. 

2. Is focused on developing the key concepts, knowledge and skills needed for success at Key Stage 4. 

3. Ensures that students do not move on before achieving the required standards in their current area of 
work. 

4. Uses regular assessment and feedback that enables students to develop a secure or better            
understanding of the required key concepts, knowledge and skills. 

5. Incorporates high quality end of topic assessments which help students develop the skills needed to 
tackle GCSE examination questions. 

6. Ensures that assessments reliably identify good (or better) progress and any underperformance. These 
assessments will inform future teaching and learning and any intervention needs. 

 

These are ambitious targets, but we are committed to doing all that we can to prepare our students           
exceptionally well for their future and the challenges that lie ahead. 

 

Yours sincerely 

David Bell 

Headteacher  
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Assessment at Key Stage 3 

Assessment will be based on a combination of on-going assessed tasks and summative assessments. 

 

Ongoing assessment 

 

Formative assessment is an ongoing, integral part of the learning process and all assessments are        
designed to clearly check progress.  Teachers will provide marking and feedback for key pieces of work 
against the success criteria given. Students are expected to act upon this feedback, using their green 
pen, during the start of their next lesson; this provides opportunities for students to further develop their 
knowledge, skills and understanding before a summative assessment, which will usually take place at the 
end of a unit of work.  

 

Where work is assessed as being below the required standard,  

students will improve this until it is at the expected level.  

 

Summative Assessment 

 

Summative assessments usually take place at the end of a unit of work and take the form of a test or a 
substantial piece of work. 

 

Summative assessments: 

 

 Provide a summary judgement about what has been learned by each student at a specific point in 
time 

 Show what students can achieve without support from their peers, parents or staff 

 Inform any subsequent intervention activities. 

 

Again, where summative assessments are below the required standard,  

students will be expected to improve this until achievement is at the expected level.  

 

Summative assessments will take a variety of forms, depending on the nature of each subject. For        
example, in Mathematics and Science they are most likely to be tests. In Design and Technology,        
assessments may be based around design and make processes. In Drama and Music, teachers will often 
rate the performance of students against set criteria. 

 

During the academic year there will also be formal examinations. In KS3 these will be in EBacc* subjects. 

 

*EBacc subjects (at Key Stage 3) include English, Mathematics, Science, History, Geography  French and Spanish.  
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How will targets be set? 

A combination of prior attainment (Key Stage 2 SAT results) and baseline testing, will be used to band each 
learner, for each subject, into the following four categories: 

 

 

 

As in all target setting methods, prior attainment at Key Stage 2 guides the expected outcomes, so a Higher 
ability learner would be expected to achieve a higher grade at GCSE level than a lower ability learner.      
However, we would expect all students to make a similar amount of progress from their starting points. 
Of course, all learners can, and often do, exceed their targets.  Targets should be viewed as the         
minimum expected outcome. 

 

Once a student is allocated a band, students will take on the challenge of aim ing t o move up through that 
band and possibly up to the next one, as they progress through each academic year. 

 

Students are given targets at Key Stage 3 to gain a Secure (2) or Advanced (1) grading for their           
respective bands. 

 

 

It is important that all students work hard to fulfil their individual potential; Key Stage 3 provides a firm    
grounding for GCSE success.  Students completing Year 9 in A band will have a target grade of somewhere 
between a 7 and a 9.  Students working at a C band at the end of Year  9 will typically  have a target GCSE 
grade of 5. 

 

 

 

  

Band 

  

JWS 

Band 

Typical Prior 

Attainment 

(Key Stage 2 

data) 

GCSE Targets 

 GCSE Grades 

Higher ability A 108 - 120 

  

 Expected to achieve 
Grade 7+ 

Upper-middle 
ability 

B 100 - 107 

  

 Expected to achieve 
Grade 5+ 

Lower-middle 
ability 

  

C 90 – 99  Working at securing 
Grade 5 

Lower ability 

  

D < 89 

  

 Working towards 
achieving Grade 4 
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How will progress be tracked within each academic year? 

Students will be expected to perform at an assessment grade which is consistent with their targets.  At 
each data point students can achieve one of four grades within each band: 1 (advanced), 2 (secure), 3 
(developing). 

Any student who are identified as working at 2 or more points below their target will be issued with a progress 
warning and given guidance on how to improve. 

 

It is important to note that assessments gradually become more challenging as students move from year to 
year, so students who continue to achieve the advanced and secure grades within their band are making 
expected progress.  

 

 

How will assessments be graded? 

 

Staff have carefully mapped the National Curriculum to each attainment band, identifying the concepts, 
knowledge and skills expected over the academic year; these are published for each subject on the school 
website.  

A grading system has been introduced which indicates how well the students have understood a particular 
aspect of work. This fits in with our aim for students to develop at least a secure understanding of the key 
ideas needed for successful performance in KS4. The scale is: 

 

 

 

Whatever the nature of the assessment, the outcomes will generate a grade on this scale. The goal will be 
to get as many students as possible to reach the secure and advanced thresholds.  

It is possible some students in B,C and D bands may exceed the expectations of the band and meet the 
criteria of the band above. 

Grade Award Description 

1 Advanced 

  

The student has demonstrated a comprehensive                   
understanding of the concepts, knowledge and/or skills in an 
aspect of work. 

2 Secure 

  

The student has a secure understanding of the concepts, 
knowledge and/or skills in an aspect of work. 

3 
Developing 

  

The student has a developing understanding of the concepts, 
knowledge and/or skills in an aspect of work, and is              
approaching 'Secure'. Others aspects require further                 
development. 
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GCSEs 
As of September 2015, all students at GCSEs began to follow the new courses in English Language,     
English Literature and Mathematics. 

In September 2016, reformed GCSEs began for the following subjects: 

 

 Art and Design 

 Biology 

 Chemistry 

 Computer Science 

 Food Preparation and Nutrition 

 Dance 

 Drama 

 French 

 Geography 

 History 

 Music 

 Physical Education 

 Physics 

 Religious Studies 

 Science (Double Award) 

 Spanish 

 

Then in September 2017, new GCSE courses were launched for the following subjects: 

 

 Business Studies 

 Design and Technology 

 Economics 

 Media Studies 

 

These reformed GCSEs are more demanding and require high levels of literacy and numeracy to access 
the best grades. 

 

Other changes include: 

 

 A new grading system that uses the numbers 9 to 1 to identify levels of performance, rather than A*
-G; 9 is the top grade 

 A structure where all assessment will take place at the end of the course (May/June of Year 11) 

 Examinations as the default method of assessment, except where these cannot provide valid       
assessment of the skills required.  For example, there is no longer a coursework or controlled       
assessment element in English. 
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STUDENT REPORT Example 

 

Autumn Term 1 

 

 

 

*Band based on prior attainment within English 

**Band based on prior attainment within Mathematics 

*** Band based on an average of prior attainment within English and Mathematics  

^ Band based on internal assessment 

 

Note: The format of the interim and final reports may be different to the above, but they will contain the same 
information. 

Subject End of Year 
Target Grade 

  

Assessment 1 ATL Progress Comment 

  

English* 7B2 7A3 Excellent Well Above   

Mathematics** 7A2 7A3 Good On Target   

Science*** 7A2 7B2 Good Progress 

Warning 

Must prepare more thoroughly for 

tests. 

To repeat summative assessment. 

Geography* 7B2 7B3 Excellent On Target   

History* 7B2 7B3 Excellent On Target   

French* 7B2 7B3 Good On Target   

Art^ 7D2 7D3 Excellent On target   

Computing*** 7A2 7A3 Good On target   

Performing 

Arts^ 
7B2 7B3 Excellent On target   

PE^ 7A2 7A3 Excellent On target   

RE* 7B2 7A3 Excellent Well Above   

Technology^ 7B2 7C3 Requires  

Improvement 

Progress 

Warning 
Ingredients regularly forgotten. 

Must re-do assessments 2 and 3. 
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This policy will be reviewed annually 

Signature 

Headteacher 

Date:   
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